Graduate College Brown Bag Lectures, 2017

Jan. 30  Dr. Jeremy Schraffenberger  The North American Review and the University of Northern Iowa
Rod Lib. 287  12:00-12:50 p.m.

Feb. 14  Dr. Helen Harton  Cheating at UNI: Faculty and Student perspectives
Rod Lib. 287  12:30-1:20 p.m.

Feb. 28  Dr. Mary Donegan-Ritter  Enhancing Early Childhood Teacher Education Field Experiences through Collaborative and Sustained Professional Development with Community Partners
Dr. Beth Van Meeteren
Rod Lib. 287  12:30-1:20 p.m.

March 6  Dr. Leigh Zeitz  Engaging student through global collaboration in the classroom
Presidential Rm.
Maucker Union  12:00-12:50 p.m.

March 21  Dr. Gayle Pohl  Graduate Faculty Discussion on: “Strategic Plan Goals”
Rod Lib. 287  3:00-4:30 p.m.

April 6  Dr. Heather Jeronimo  Dementia and Changing Family Dynamics: Representations of Aging in Selected Spanish Films
Rod Lib. 287  12:30-1:20 p.m.

April 19  Dr. Tony Gabriele  Prospective teachers' beliefs and attitudes towards empirical research findings
Rod Lib. 287  12:00-12:50 p.m.